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 Highlights / Contributions

- Accurate CT multi-organ segmentation: Dice 84-88% 
- Run-times of few seconds on single CPU 
- Overcome limitations of axis-parallel splits in decision trees 
- Novel highly efficient classifier: Vantage Point Forest 
- Source-code available: http://mpheinrich.de/research.html#vpg

1. Binary Contextual Descriptors

- Combines several weak mean pixel intensity comparisons  

- Fixed random sampling layout (640 pairs) in neighbourhood 

- Highly discriminative binary descriptor hi 

Hamming Distance between descriptors 
- Counting number of dissimilar bits (popcount)
- Orders of magnitudes faster than mutual info. / SSD

4. Experiments and Results

VISCERAL Anatomy 3 Dataset1  
- 20+10 abdominal ceCT scans / Evaluation on 7 organs 

Quantitative Evaluation of Dice Overlap (avg. w/o bladder) 

→ improved Dice by 10% against best RDF variant

2. Vantage Point Forest

- Split function based on Hamming distance of full-length 
descriptor between sample and vantage point 

1. randomly pick vantage point from all samples at current node 
2. calculate Hamming distance of VP to all other samples 
3. sort by distance and split data into left and right child nodes    

alternative split criteria employing class labels possible 
4. recursively repeat 1.-3. until specified leaf size is reached 

Ensemble of Vantage Point Trees 

- Improved generalisation: randomisation at VP selection 

- Retrieve samples from leaf nodes of all trees (in test):  
+linear kNN search for higher accuracy (cache-efficient) 

→ Higher performance than state-of-art approximate kNN 

→ Fast training of oblique decision trees (15 sec for forest) 

3. Regularisation with Multilabel Random Walk

Upsample and refine probabilistic output (edge-preserving) 

 Fast implementation of successive-overrelaxation solver

Outlook / Future Work

- VP Regression Forest for landmark localisation3 

- General purpose approx. kNN for retrieval / image registration 

- Learning of problem specific feature selection + multiple stages
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When trees are not fully grown (leaving more than one sample in each leaf
node), we propose to gather all training samples from all trees that fall in the
same leaf node (at least once) and perform a linear search in Hamming space to
determine the k-nearest neighbours (this will be later denoted as VPF+kNN).
Even though intuitively this will add computationally cost, since more Hamming
distances have to be evaluated, this approach is faster in practice (for small Lmin)
compared to deeper trees due to cache e�ciencies. It is also much more e�cient
than performing an approximate global nearest neighbour search using locality
sensitive hashing or related approaches [14].

Split Optimisation: While vantage point forests can be built completely
unsupervised, we also investigate the influence of supervised split optimisation.
In this case the vantage points are not fully randomly chosen (as noted in Line
4 of Alg. 1), but a small random set is evaluated based on the respective infor-
mation gain (see [7] for details on this criterion) and the point that separates
classes best, setting ⌧ again to the median distance for balanced trees, is chosen.

2.3 Spatial Regularisation using Multi-Label Random Walk

Even though the employed features provide good contextual information, the
classification output is not necessarily spatially consistent. It may therefore be
beneficial for a dense segmentation task to spatially regularise the obtained prob-
ability maps P y(x) (in practice the classification is performed on a coarser grid,
so probabilities are first linearly interpolated). We employ the multi-label ran-
dom walk [15] to obtain a smooth probability map P (x)yreg for every label y 2 C
by minimising E(P (x)yreg):
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where the regularisation weight is �. The gradient of the probability map is
weighted by wj = exp(�(I(xi) � I(xj))2/(2�2

w)) based on di↵erences of image
intensities I of xi and its neighbouring voxels xj 2 Ni in order to preserve edges.
Alternatively, other optimisation techniques such as graph cuts or conditional
random fields (CRF) could be used, but we found that random walk provided
good results and low computation times.

3 Experiments

We performed automatic multi-organ segmentations for 20 abdominal contrast
enhanced CT scans from the VISCERAL Anatomy 3 training dataset (and addi-
tionally for the 10 ceCT test scans) [16]. The scans form a heterogenous dataset
with various topological changes between patients. We resample the volumes to
1.5 mm isotropic resolution. Manual segmentations are available for a number of
di↵erent anatomical structures and we focus on the ones which are most frequent
in the dataset, namely: liver, spleen, bladder, kidneys and psoas major muscles
(see example in Fig. 2 with median automatic segmentation quality).

          VP tree originally introduced for clustering 
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